KRUGS BAKING COMPANY – EAGLE CASSEROLE
Many collectors are aware of this lovely Eagle
Casserole piece and the fact that it was made
the Nelson McCoy Pottery Company. The photo
to the right shows the lovely lid design and the
lower casserole with a couple of small handles.
Size is roughly 9 inches across by about 5-1/2
inches tall with the lid. This example is in a
medium brown glaze which is the most
commonly found color when this casserole may
surface for sale. A darker brown glass was also
produced but in much lower quantities.
The example below is of the Eagle Casserole but in a cobalt blue. This is easily the least
common color. Also, note the bottom portion of the piece has a pattern of stars in the design.
The last photo in the row shows the bottom of the casserole piece with a “USA” mark only.

Based on all the information that has surfaced to date, this Eagle Casserole was likely
exclusively made for the Krugs Baking Company by McCoy Pottery. During the 1940s and
early 50s, it was common to have essential food
products delivered by truck directly to homes. Krug
used their home delivery services to deliver and promote
products, provide baking recipes via their “Weekly
Bulletins” and to run special promotions such as the
“Airplanes of America” album where they have a portion
each week of their bulletin that reviewed a single
aircraft.
The image to the right is an example of the cover of that
Krug’s Bakery weekly trifold bulletin that was delivered
once a week with the customer’s food order. Take note
of the hand-written name running up the left margin of
the cover. The name is Mr. E.R. Campbell. Ed
Campbell was a sales manager at Nelson McCoy Pottery
Company during the 1940s so this might possibly have
been his copy of this weekly Krug’s bulletin.

To the right is another portion of
the content of this given example of
Krugs Weekly Bulletin. You can
see on the upper left the airplane
discussed in their series for this
week. Just below the copy under
the plane blown up so you can read
the interesting detail.

Left is additional content from the
Bulletin. Of particular note related to the
Eagle Caserole is information in the lower
right corner. We have expanded that
area below. You can see the Eagle
Casserole image shown in that area.
Nelson McCOy Pottery had advised they
would not produce any increases in the
orders for Eagle Casseroles so Krugs
Bakery is telling their custoemrs that if
they want their fruit cake in one of those
Eagle Casseroles, they been get their
order in now!

